A defensive (offensive) k-alliance in Γ = (V, E) is a set S ⊆ V such that for every v ∈ S (v ∈ ∂S), the number of neighbors v has in S is at least k more than the number of neighbors it has in V \ S.
Introduction
The study of defensive alliances in graphs, together with a variety of other kinds of alliances, was introduced by Hedetniemi, et. al. [2] . In the referred paper was initiated the study of the mathematical properties of alliances. In particular, several bounds on the defensive alliance number were given. The particular case of global (strong) defensive alliance was investigated in [3] where several bounds on the global (strong) defensive alliance number were obtained. Spectral bounds on defensive, offensive and dual alliance numbers can be found in [5] . Moreover, an introductory study to alliances in planar graphs can be found in [6] .
The concept of alliance has been generalized as k-alliance in [4] where also were introduced the concepts of alliance-free set and alliance-cover set and were explored some of their interrelations.
In this paper we obtain several mathematical properties of defensive (offensive) k-alliances, k-alliance free sets and k-alliance cover sets, and we explore some of their interrelations.
We begin by stating some notation and terminology. In this paper Γ = (V, E) denotes a simple graph of order n, size m, minimum degree δ, and maximum degree ∆. For a non-empty subset S ⊆ V , and any vertex v ∈ V , we denote by N S (v) the set of neighbors v has in S:
Similarly, we denote by N V \S (v) the set of neighbors v has in V \S:
where k is the strength of defensive k-alliance, −∆ < k ≤ ∆. A defensive (-1)-alliance is a "defensive alliance", and a defensive 0-alliance is a strong defensive alliance (as defined in [2] ). The defensive k-alliance number a k (Γ) is the minimum cardinality of any defensive k-alliance in Γ.
A particular case of alliance, called global defensive alliance, was studied in [3] . A defensive k-alliance S is called global if it affects every vertex in V \ S, that is, every vertex in V \ S is adjacent to at least one member of the k-alliance S. Note that, in this case, S is a dominating set. The global defensive k-alliance number γ k (Γ) is the minimum cardinality of any global defensive k-alliance in Γ.
A set X ⊆ V is defensive k-alliance free, k-daf, if for all defensive kalliance S, S \ X = ∅, i.e., X do not contain any defensive k-alliance as a subset [4] . A defensive k-alliance free set X is maximal if for all v / ∈ X, exists S ⊆ X such that S ∪ {v} is a defensive k-alliance. A maximum k-daf set is a maximal k-daf set of largest cardinality. Let φ k (Γ) be the cardinality of a maximum k-daf set of graph Γ. If a graph Γ do not have a defensive k-alliance (for some k), is said that φ k (Γ) = |V | = n.
A set Y ⊆ V is a defensive k-alliance cover, k-dac, if for all defensive kalliance S, S ∩ Y = ∅, i.e., Y contains at least one vertex from each defensive k-alliance of Γ. A k-dac set Y is minimal if no proper subset of Y is a defensive k-alliance cover set. A minimum k-dac set is a minimal cover set of smallest cardinality. Let ζ k (Γ) be the cardinality of a minimum k-dac set of Γ. If a graph Γ do not have a defensive k-alliance (for some k), is said that ζ k (Γ) = 0.
The boundary of a set S ⊆ V is defined as ∂S :
where −∆ + 2 < k ≤ ∆. In particular, an offensive 1-alliance is an "offensive alliance", and an offensive 2-alliance is a "strong offensive alliance" (as defined in [2] ). A non-empty set of vertices S ⊆ V is a global offensive k-alliance if for
, is defined as the minimum cardinality of a global offensive alliance in Γ.
A set X ⊆ V is (global ) offensive k-alliance free, (k-goaf) k-oaf, if for all (global) offensive k-alliance S, S \ X = ∅, i.e., X do not contain any (global) offensive k-alliance as a subset [4] . X is weak offensive k-alliance free, k-woaf, if for all offensive k-alliances S,
Similarly, a set Y ⊆ V is an (global ) offensive k-alliance cover, (k-goac) k-oac, if for all (global) offensive k-alliances S, S ∩ Y = ∅, i.e., Y contains at least one vertex from each offensive k-alliance of Γ. X is weak offensive k-alliance cover, k-woac, if for all offensive k-alliances S, N[S] ∩ X = ∅. A k-oac (k-woac) set Y is minimal if no proper subset of Y is an offensive kalliance cover. A minimum k-oac (k-woac) set is a minimal cover of smallest cardinality. We will denote by ζ o k (Γ) (ζ w k (Γ)) the cardinality of a minimum k-oac (k-woac) set of Γ.
We recall the following basic properties [4] :
• X ⊂ V is a defensive (offensive) k-alliance cover if and only if V \ X is defensive (offensive) k-alliance free.
•
• If X is a minimal k-woac then, for all v ∈ X, there exists an offensive
2 Alliances versus cover and free sets
Note that, by definition of offensive k-alliances, in Theorem 1 we only consider the cases −∆ + 2 < k ≤ ∆. Hereafter we assume that k only takes the values that give sense to the results.
As a particular case of above theorem, when k = 1, we obtain the following result. From the previous theorems we deduce the following result:
Proof. If X ⊂ V is a minimal k-woac set, then for all v ∈ X there exists an offensive k-alliance, S v , such that N[S v ] ∩ X = {v}.
Suppose that for each v ∈ X, v ∈ S v . In such case X is an independent set. In consequence, 0 = |N
If Y ⊂ X then, reasoning as above, we conclude that Y is not a defensive (1 − k)-alliance. Thus, the result follows.
Proof. If X ⊂ V is a minimal k-goac set, then for all v ∈ X there exists a global offensive k-alliance, S v , such that S v ∩ X = {v}. Hence,
Proof. If X ⊂ V is a defensive k-alliance, then for every v ∈ X we have
which is a contradiction. Thus, the result follows.
As a particular case of above result, for k = 0, we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 8. If X ⊂ V is a strong defensive alliance in Γ = (V, E), then V \X is global offensive alliance free in Γ.
Tight bounds
It is well-known that the second smallest Laplacian eigenvalue of a graph is probably the most important information contained in the Laplacian spectrum. This eigenvalue, frequently called algebraic connectivity, is related to several important graph invariants and imposes reasonably good bounds on the values of several parameters of graphs which are very hard to compute.
The algebraic connectivity of Γ, µ, satisfies the following equality showed by Fiedler [1] on weighted graphs µ = 2n min
where V = {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n }, j = (1, 1, . .., 1) and w ∈ R n .
Theorem 9. Let Γ be a simple graph of order n. Let µ be the algebraic connectivity of Γ. The defensive k-alliance number of Γ is bounded by
and the cardinality of a maximum k-daf set of Γ is bounded by
Proof. If S denotes a defensive k-alliance in Γ, then
From (1), taking w ∈ R n defined as
Thus, (2) and (3) lead to
Therefore, solving (4) for |S|, and considering that it is an integer, we obtain the bound on a k (Γ).
On the other hand, if S is a defensive k-alliance of cardinality a k (Γ), then for all v ∈ S we have that S \ {v} is a k-daf set. Thus, φ k (Γ) ≥ a k (Γ) − 1. Hence, the lower bound on φ k (Γ) follows.
Moreover, if X is a k-daf set, then
Therefore,
Thus, the upper bound follows.
The above bounds are sharp as we can check, for instance, for the complete graph Γ = K n . As the algebraic connectivity of K n is µ = n, the above theorem gives the exact value of a k (K n ) = . From (5) we deduce that if X is a k-daf set whose induced subgraph is complete, then |X| ≤ ∆ + k + 1 2 .
Similarly to (1), the Laplacian spectral radius of Γ (the largest Laplacian eigenvalue of Γ), µ * , satisfies
The following theorem shows the relationship between the Laplacian spectral radius of a graph and its global offensive k-alliance number.
Theorem 10. Let Γ be a simple graph of order n and minimum degree δ. Let µ * be the Laplacian spectral radius of Γ. The global offensive k-alliance number of Γ is bounded by
Proof. Let S ⊆ V . By (6), taking w ∈ R n as in the proof of Theorem 9 we obtain
Moreover, if S is a global offensive k-alliance in Γ,
Thus, (7) and (8) lead to
Therefore, solving (9) for |S|, and considering that it is an integer, we obtain the bound.
If Γ is the Petersen graph, then µ * = 5. Thus, Theorem 10 leads to γ Thus, the upper bound is deduced. If X is a maximal k-oaf set of Γ = (V, E), then V \X is a minimal k-oac set of Γ. Thus, for all v ∈ V \X, there exists an offensive k-alliance S v such that S v ∩ (V \X) = {v}. Hence, |N Sv (u)| ≥ |N V \Sv (u)| + k, for every u ∈ ∂S v . Therefore,
Moreover, |N Sv (u)| ≤ |S v | ≤ |X| + 1.
The lower bound is deduced by (10) and (11).
The above bound is attained, for instance, for the complete graph Γ = K n , −n + 3 < k < n.
Note that bounds on ζ k (Γ) and ζ o k (Γ) can be deduced from Theorem 9 and Theorem 11, respectively. Moreover, other spectral bounds on a k (Γ), γ k (Γ) and γ o k (Γ) can be deduced by using the procedures developed in [5] .
